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Abstract: The accurate measurement of river velocity is essential due to its multifaceted significance.
In response to this demand, remote measurement techniques have emerged, including large-scale
particle image velocimetry (LSPIV), which can be implemented through cameras or unmanned aerial
vehicles (UAVs). This study conducted water surface velocity measurements in the Xihu River,
situated in Miaoli County, Taiwan. These measurements were subjected to analysis using five distinct
algorithms (PIVlab, Fudaa-LSPIV, OpenPIV, KLT-IV, and STIV) and were compared with surface
velocity radar (SVR) results. In the quest for identifying the optimal parameter configuration, it
was found that an IA size of 32 pixels × 32 pixels, an image acquisition frequency of 12 frames
per second (fps), and a pixel size of 20.5 mm/pixel consistently yielded the lowest values for mean
error (ME) and root mean squared error (RMSE) in the performance of Fudaa-LSPIV. Among these
algorithms, Fudaa-LSPIV consistently demonstrated the lowest mean error (ME) and root mean
squared error (RMSE) values. Additionally, it exhibited the highest coefficient of determination
(R2 = 0.8053). Subsequent investigations employing Fudaa-LSPIV delved into the impact of various
water surface velocity calculation parameters. These experiments revealed that alterations in the size
of the interrogation area (IA), image acquisition frequency, and pixel size significantly influenced
water surface velocity. This parameter set was subsequently employed in an experiment exploring
the incorporation of artificial particles in image velocimetry analysis. The results indicated that the
introduction of artificial particles had a discernible impact on the calculation of surface water velocity.
Inclusion of these artificial particles enhanced the capability of Fudaa-LSPIV to detect patterns on the
water surface.

Keywords: unmanned aerial vehicle; large-scale particle image velocimetry; streamflow measurement;
artificial particle; interrogation area; search area; image frequency

1. Introduction

River flow velocity plays a crucial role in water resource management and river flood
prevention, necessitating constant measurements regardless of flood or drought seasons [1].
However, obtaining accurate observations in river areas, particularly during floods, remains
challenging and limited [2]. Conventional methods for measuring surface flow velocities,
such as acoustic Doppler current profilers and current meters, require expensive equipment
and manpower during measurements [1,3]. Moreover, obtaining surface velocities from
an ADCP might also be difficult due to blanking distance and post-processing might be
needed. To address this issue, there has been a growing interest in utilizing recorded videos
or image velocimetry to measure flow velocities [1].

Originally, image velocimetry utilized cameras to monitor river flow and evolved into a
non-contact technique for natural channels known as large-scale particle image velocimetry
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(LSPIV), capable of monitoring river flow with various applications and generating two-
dimensional (2D) flow fields [4]. LSPIV provides detailed information about velocity vector
angles and magnitudes, capturing the spatial variability along the river from the video
data [5,6]. In engineering demonstrations, LSPIV has shown promising results, with an
error value of 10% when compared to micro-propeller ADCP and numerical simulations [7].
Additionally, LSPIV measurements exhibit good agreement with ADCP velocities, with a
deviation of ±10% [8]. Studies in Sweden (with a lack of natural particles) and Denmark
(with artificial particles) reported a velocity error of 10 cm/s and an R-squared value
(R2) greater than 0.7, indicating the effectiveness of LSPIV [6]. Moreover, LSPIV has been
used as a benchmark for the validation and calibration of 2D hydraulic models, showing
comparable results to traditional ADCP measurements [9].

The potential of LSPIV has led to the development of diverse software tools to calculate
surface flow velocity [10]. Each software employs different analysis techniques, making
it essential to compare their accuracy (see Table 1). Commonly used software includes
particle image velocimetry (PIV) tools such as PIVlab [11], OpenPIV [12], and Fudaa-
LSPIV [13,14]. Additionally, other algorithms like Kanade Lucas Tomasi (KLT) are utilized,
with KLT-IV [15] being one of the notable tools, as well as space time image velocimetry
(STIV) [16–20] represented by RIVeR-STIV (Table 1).

Table 1. A summary of the image velocimetry techniques utilized in this study for each software.

Image Velocimetry Software Overview of the Software Requirement

PIVlab
(Version 2.0)

PIVlab comprises three primary stages. Initially,
in the pre-processing phase, it employs
contrast-limited adaptive histogram equalization
(CLAHE) as the default setting, which effectively
enhances image contrast. Subsequently, during the
image analysis stage, PIVlab employs three
distinct correlation algorithms: direct cross
correlation (DCC), fast Fourier transformation
(FFT), and ensemble correlation. Finally, in the
post-processing phase of PIVlab, velocity-based
validation and image-based validation
techniques are employed.

This method does not require the provision of
control point data, but it does require the
provision of a scale for the pixel size and
real-space length. The user has the authority
to define the IA, step, and calibration.

Fudaa-LSPIV
(Version 1.8.1)

Fudaa-LSPIV involves three primary stages. To begin,
the pre-processing phase encompasses the density of
points of interest, an image stabilization model, and
orthorectification. Following that, the image analysis
stage employs cross-correlation statistical analysis by
defining the IA, SA, and grid size. Finally, in the
post-processing stage, a standard velocity filter is
applied in the vx and vy directions.

The user is responsible for inputting values
for the IA, SA, and data with at least four
control point coordinates. The choices for
density of points of interest and the image
transformation model adapt to the specific
conditions of the river. This method of
orthorectification is contingent upon the
extent of camera shake and the quality of
the captured images.

OpenPIV
(https://github.com/ElsevierS
oftwareX/SOFTX-D-20-00014.
Accessed on 8 March 2021)

OpenPIV employs a spatial analysis toolbox for
conducting spectral and characteristic analysis of
the flow field. To utilize OpenPIV effectively, one
is required to provide input parameters such as the
IA value, spacing size, and a feature threshold that
distinguishes between true and false vector values,
depending on the Signal-to-Noise (S/N) ratio.

This method does not require the provision
of control point data but requires the
provision of a scale for the pixel size and
real-world length. The user is tasked with
specifying the IA and spacing size. The
Signal-to-Noise (S/N) ratio parameter is
designed to minimize the uncertainty
associated with the resulting PIV
measurement. Additionally, users provide
input for the scale and time step (dt).

https://github.com/ElsevierSoftwareX/SOFTX-D-20-00014
https://github.com/ElsevierSoftwareX/SOFTX-D-20-00014
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Table 1. Cont.

Image Velocimetry Software Overview of the Software Requirement

KLT-IV
(Version 1.0)

KLT-IV employs the particle tracking velocimetry
(PTV) method to detect motion on the water
surface, and its available options are tailored to
align with field and environmental conditions [15].
Within KLT-IV, users can specify the camera type
and orientations, and the workflow is contingent
upon the chosen camera orientations.

Ground control points (GCPs) are specified
based on both their physical location and
corresponding pixel coordinates, typically
requiring a minimum of four points for
calibration. The determination of camera
location and orientation is contingent on
the camera type selected. Users establish
values for the block size and extract rate
for the analysis.

RIVeR-STIV
(Version 2.4.1)

In the context of velocity analysis, RIVeR-STIV
utilizes a searching line, represented as a straight
line. STIV conducts its analysis based on light
contrast within images, necessitating the use of
filters like CLAHE, Gaussian Blur, and FFT (both
vertically and horizontally) to enhance the image
quality and accuracy.

A minimum of four points is required for
the ground control points (GCPs). In the
analysis process, essential parameters
include the time step, window size, and the
selection of a straight-line segment for the
specific area of interest. The application of
filters such as CLAHE, Gaussian Blur, and
FFT (both vertical and horizontal stripes) is
aimed at enhancing the visibility and
clarity of the particles on the water surface.

Image velocimetry has been widely employed in the field using either handheld cam-
eras or cameras mounted onto buildings overlooking the water surface. However, with
the advancements in technology, a growing number of studies have utilized unmanned
aerial vehicles (UAVs) to capture images and videos of river bodies. In hydrology, UAVs
have proven advantageous due to their ability to gather data in hazardous environments
and conduct large-scale observations, making them an ideal tool for surface flow observa-
tion [21–24]. Furthermore, UAV-based data gathering has proven to be more cost-effective
and efficient compared to traditional remote sensing methods for surface flow observa-
tion [25–27]. The agility of UAVs allows for swift operations and comprehensive coverage
of the entire river body, capturing wide views from vantage points that are unattainable
from the ground [4,28]. Given these advantages, the use of video data obtained through
UAVs reduces the necessity for extensive image correction and transformation. As a result,
potential errors are minimized, and the time required for operational analysis is signifi-
cantly reduced [4,29]. This reduction in potential errors maximizes the analytical potential
of image velocimetry for accurately assessing water surface velocity.

In image velocimetry software, an essential aspect is the presence of particles or
patterns on the river surface, which are utilized to calculate surface flow velocities [30]. The
method relies on the displacement of particles groups or image textures. The resulting flow
velocities are determined on a regular grid known as the surface velocity field (SVF). Each
cell on this grid, called the interrogation area (IA), is used to determine the most probable
particles displacements [29]. Figure 1 illustrates the relationship between IA (represented
by the red box) and SA (depicted by the black box). The IA in the second image searches
within the SA to find the position with the highest similarity to the IA in the first image.
Calculating the flow velocity is achievable by dividing the distance between the IA in the
two images by the time difference between them.

Aside from the IA and SA, other factors like the image frequency or frame rate from
videos or images also influence velocity analysis results. Particles displacement is calculated
using the formula V = ∆D

∆T , where V is the velocity in meters per second (m/s), ∆D is the
distance between two images of IA, and ∆T is the time difference between two images.
Image frequency is adjusted accordingly to suit particles displacement, especially when
there is minimal displacement between frames [4]. The height from which a river image or
video is captured impacts image visibility. Flying height and camera characteristics dictate
the pixel size. Higher UAV flights result in increased ground distance, represented by one
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pixel in the image [2]. All of these parameters are interrelated and can be improved through
parameter optimization to obtain better parameter values [31].
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To improve the image processing and velocity calculation, artificial particles may need
to be added to the river. These artificial particles or seeds assist LSPIV in detecting patterns
on the water’s surface, making it easier to infer its velocities. The accuracy of LSPIV depends
on critical factors like the size, shape, and color of these artificial particles. The density
of particles seeding also influences LSPIV’s effectiveness in detecting movement patterns.
Moreover, artificial color and contrast enhance the success of image processing, particularly
when there is a lack of light, which could otherwise reduce pattern identification [30].

The main purpose of this study is to examine methodologies and techniques employed
by common software tools, namely PIVlab, Fudaa-LSPIV, OpenPIV, KLT-IV, and RIVeR-
STIV. Additionally, this investigation delves into the pivotal factors that contribute to the
precision of water surface velocity computations, including the IA, SA, artificial tracer,
pixel size, and video frame rate. The acquisition of data videos and frames was carried
out using a UAV. Subsequently, the obtained results were subjected to a comparative
analysis against the surface velocity radar (SVR) to establish a benchmark. Gaining insights
into the advantages and constraints of each software tool, as well as comprehending the
influential factors, will enhance the user’s proficiency in analyzing water surface velocity.
Such knowledge empowers researchers to make informed decisions and optimally utilize
these tools to analyze the surface velocity of water.

2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Image Velocimetry Process

The flowchart of this study method is depicted in Figure 2. It commences with
field surveys to assess river geometry and identify suitable UAV flight locations. Once
the field conditions are known, data are collected through manual measurements using
SVR and measurements using UAV. Subsequently, the UAV data are analyzed using five
freely accessible software tools for image-based velocimetry analysis: PIVlab, Fudaa-LSPIV,
OpenPIV, KLT-IV, and STIV. The objective is to determine the most suitable software
for analyzing river surface velocity through a comparison of their performance under
specific parameters.

In this study, an analysis of five software programs is conducted, with an emphasis on
comparing their results while employing identical parameters. The optimal parameter set,
determined through the examination of multiple parameter configurations, is subsequently
applied to all five software programs for the purpose of comparison. Following this, the
software program that exhibits the superior performance is utilized to explore the impact of
various parameters on the analysis outcomes, including IA, pixel size, and image frequency.
Moreover, the study delves into the influence of artificial particles on the analysis results,
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recognizing the significance of particles presence on water surfaces as an external factor in
LSPIV. Each parameter’s individual effect on analysis outcomes is addressed separately
to mitigate the potential for errors stemming from simultaneous alterations in multiple
parameters. Finally, a discussion and conclusion are presented.
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The results of the analysis from the five types of software are compared with the
results of the SVR to determine the most suitable software for analyzing river conditions.
Various parameters such as IA, image frequency, and pixel size can affect the water surface
velocity analysis results, along with the presence of artificial particles. The study concludes
with a discussion of the advantages and limitations of these factors and software tools.

2.2. Description of the Study Area

The research was conducted in the Xihu River, located in Xihu Township, Miaoli
County. The main stream originates from the Guandao Mountain at an elevation of
889 m in Sanyi Township, while its tributary, the Shuiwei River, starts at the northern foot
of Mountain Jitu at 548 m. Both streams converge on the north side of the Sanyi road,
passing through Tongluo Township and Xihu Township. The total length of the river is
approximately 32 km, and the river basin covers an area of about 110 km2.

The study area is situated on the Xihu River, within the provincial road section
(Figure 3a). The constant flow of the river allows for easy access and conduct of studies by
communities. The river’s width is influenced by the flow and water level, as the river banks
contain silt and sand that can be easily washed away by water. The flow direction is shown
in Figure 3b, and the river’s width ranges from 12 to 21 m, depending on environmental
conditions and water level. The measured section’s width is depicted in Figure 4.

To measure the water velocity, manual measurements were performed by two indi-
viduals pulling a rope at both ends of the river to ascertain a straight line, while SVR was
used to measure the water velocity every 0.5 m along the red line, as shown in Figure 3b.
The variability of the number of points is dependent on the discharge, as shown in Table 2.
Additionally, UAVs were used to capture river surface conditions, with videos of durations
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ranging from 20 to 50 s. The experiments, conducted on 23 August and 18 September,
involved the release of additional particles via wood shavings (Table 2).

After analyzing the surface velocity using various LSPIV software with images cap-
tured with a UAV, it was possible to manually select the positions of personnel holding
fixed tape measures from the images. Finally, along a straight line connecting the two
image coordinates, surface velocities were compared at intervals of 50 cm.

Table 2. Information on the field conditions.

Date 16 April
2022

5 July
2022

7 July
2022

23 August
2022

18 September
2022

Benchmark
(along cross-section)

Every
0.5 m

24 points

Every
0.5 m

42 points

Every
0.5 m

39 points

Every
0.5 m

24 points

Every
0.5 m

24 points

Particles release
(Kg) N N N

N
0.5
1.0
1.5

N
0.5
1.0
1.5

Discharge
(m3/s) 2.2 10.6 6.9 2.6 2.4

Note: N = no addition of artificial particles.
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2.3. Unmanned Aerial Vehicle (UAV)

In this study, the unmanned aerial vehicle employed for image and video capture along
the river was the DJI Phantom 4 Pro (DJI P4P, Shenzhen Dajiang Innovation Technology
Co. Ltd, Shenzhen, China, https://www.dji.com/tw/phantom-4-pro/info, accessed on
30 October 2023) series. The camera equipped on the DJI P4P is capable of capturing images
and videos in 4K, FHD, and HD quality, offering both single and multiple shooting options.
This UAV achieves a video frame rate of 24−30 frames per second, ensuring smooth footage.
Thanks to its four-axis stabilized gimbal, this UAV maintains stable balance during image
capture, effectively reducing any in-air shaking.

However, due to its compact size, the chosen UAV is susceptible to wind interference
during takeoff. This study conducted flights at varying altitudes, namely 15 m, 35 m, 55 m,
and 75 m, in order to make comparisons. The video size was set to 3480 pixels × 2160 pixels,
so the pixel sizes corresponding to different UAV flight heights of 15 m, 35 m, 55 m, and
75 m were 7 mm/pixel, 13.8 mm/pixel, 20.5 mm/pixel, and 27.4 mm/pixel, respectively.

2.4. Surface Velocity Radar (SVR)

The study employed a handheld surface velocity radar 3D (SVR 3D, Decatur Electronics,
LLC, Escondido, CA, USA, https://decaturelectronics.com/hydrology-products/svr-3d/,
accessed on 30 October 2023) as its benchmark tool. SVR 3D is known for its safety and
ease of use, making it highly effective for real-time water velocity measurements, especially
in flood-prone situations. Obtaining results using this equipment is swift, taking just
5 s after pointing the SVR 3D towards the water surface. This device boasts spectral and
spectrogram features that expedite the evaluation of water conditions. Furthermore, SVR
3D’s ergonomic design and water-resistant properties enhance its usability.

One notable advantage of SVR 3D is its automatic compensation for vertical angles,
accommodating angles of up to 60◦ without requiring manual tilt adjustments. However,
measurements should be maintained at a constant angle below 60◦ to ensure the accurate
correction of the SVR. To maintain precision, it is essential to orient the device’s antenna
parallel to the target without any horizontal (yaw) angle exceeding 10◦, as exceeding this
threshold can introduce measurement errors.

As per the manufacturer’s data sheet, SVR’s measurement accuracy stands at ±1%
of the measured value. This impressive accuracy range extends from 0.1 m/s to 33 m/s,
making SVR 3D a versatile and reliable tool for a wide range of water velocity measure-
ments [32,33].

When using SVR as a sonic measurement instrument and holding it manually for
measurements, it could potentially shake. Consequently, measurements were typically con-
ducted for more than one minute in order to acquire an average value as the measurement
result, thereby mitigating measurement errors.

2.5. Statistical Error

In order to assess the precision of each software’s analysis, it becomes imperative to
determine the discrepancy by juxtaposing the software’s results with those generated with
the SVR. The computation of this disparity for each software employs two key metrics: the
mean error (ME) and the root mean square error (RMSE), computed as follows:

ME =
1
N

N

∑
i=1

(Vs,i − Vo,i) (1)

RMSE =

√√√√ 1
N

N

∑
i=1

(Vs,i − Vo,i)
2 (2)

where N expresses the total number measured, Vs,i denotes the value measured with SVR,
and Vo,i represents the LSPIV measurement using a different software.

https://www.dji.com/tw/phantom-4-pro/info
https://decaturelectronics.com/hydrology-products/svr-3d/
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3. Results

This section delves into a comparative analysis of five software applications employed
for river velocity analysis. The experimental dataset utilized consisted of observations
taken on 5 and 11 July 2022. In each experiment, data regarding water surface velocity were
collected using both the SVR and UAV methods. SVR was utilized as a reference point,
and its results were subsequently compared with those obtained from the UAV analysis.
This analysis was carried out utilizing five different software tools: PIVlab, Fudaa-LSPIV,
OpenPIV, KLT-IV, and STIV. The research first tested the configuration of parameters for
five software tools, and selected a better set of parameters to be applied for comparison on
all software.

All software applications were configured with identical parameters, namely an
interrogation area size of 32 pixels × 32 pixels, a pixel size of 20.5 mm/pixel, and an
image capture frequency of 12 fps. In the investigation of Fudaa-LSPIV and KLT-IV, as well
as the implementation of PIVlab, OpenPIV, and STIV, the search area (SA) and step size
were set at half of the IA. The primary objective of Sections 3.1 and 3.2 is to identify the
most optimal software for conducting surface velocity analysis.

3.1. Measurement Results on 5 July 2022

The experiment conducted on July 5th took place in challenging conditions due to the
high water level in the river, making it unsafe for entry. Data collection occurred between
10 a.m. and 2 p.m., as subsequent hours were constrained by rainfall. The river’s length
measures 20.5 m, and data points were recorded at 0.5 m intervals, resulting in a total of
42 data points. Video footage, lasting 24 s, was captured for analysis. Subsequently, the
captured video material was subjected to analysis, and a flow field was generated in each
software, as depicted in Figure 4, with the red line denoting the SVR measurement line.

Figure 5 displays the outcomes of the image velocimetry analysis conducted on 5 July.
In general, the velocities obtained with all software packages remain within reasonable
limits compared to those generated via SVR. Figure 5 also reveals that all software exhibits
an error within the 0−0.5 m range, with all software indicating a velocity of 0 m/s in this
region. In comparing the manual measurements with the image velocimetry, the results
show reasonable agreement, with water velocity increasing from the riverbank towards the
middle of the river.
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On the specific date of 5 July 2022, the PIV algorithm stands out for its superior ability
to detect water surface movement through cross-correlation. Fudaa-LSPIV demonstrates
the lowest error, with an RMSE of 0.150 m/s and ME of 0.013 m/s.

Figure 6 presents a box plot illustrating the velocity differences between the image
velocimetry software and SVR. These results indicate minimal variability in the velocity
difference data, with PIVlab and Fudaa-LSPIV exhibiting the same median values. How-
ever, Fudaa-LSPIV produces smaller maximum and minimum velocity values compared
to PIVlab.
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Figure 6. Box plot depicting velocity discrepancies between the image velocimetry software and SVR
on 5 July 2022. Note that the red dashed line represents the velocity difference of SVR.

To further analyze the data distribution within each software, Figure 7 depicts a scatter
plot comparing SVR and each software. There are 42 points measured each time, and a total
of five measurements were taken on that day, resulting in a total of 210 data points. The
x = y line indicates a variable tendency of each software to overestimate/underestimate
the SVR. Figure 7 shows that Fudaa-LSPIV presents the tendency of least dispersion
compared to the other software. The results reveal that Fudaa-LSPIV has the most consistent
data distribution, characterized by an R2 value of 0.8053, while STIV shows the highest
variability, with an R2 value of 0.3839. Here, R2 represents the coefficient of determination.
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3.2. Measurement Results on 11 July 2022

The experiment conducted on 11 July 2022 to collect data occurred from 10 a.m. to
5 p.m., with each video lasting 24 s. The river spanned a length of 19 m, and data points
were recorded at 0.5 m intervals, yielding a total of 39 data points. Figure 8 depicts the
captured video footage that underwent analysis, resulting in the generation of a flow
field for each software. In the overall velocity field analysis results, the average surface
velocities for PIVlab, Fudaa-LSPIV, OpenPIV, KLT-IV, and STIV were 0.69 m/s, 0.72 m/s,
0.65 m/s, 0.61 m/s, and 0.62 m/s, respectively. Among all the software types, the maximum
difference in the average surface velocity was 0.11 m/s.

An overview of the analysis results obtained from the image velocimetry software is
displayed in Figure 9. In general, the velocities obtained across all types of the software
remained consistent with those observed in the July 5th experiment, remaining within
reasonable limits. Both manual measurements and image velocimetry from this second
experiment indicated reasonable results, with water velocity increasing from the riverbank
towards the middle of the river. Notably, Fudaa-LSPIV demonstrated the lowest error, with
an RMSE of 0.069 m/s and ME of 0.038 m/s.
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Figure 9. Average cross-sectional surface velocities between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. on July 11 2022 using
PIVlab, Fudaa-LSPIV, OpenPIV, KLT-IV, STIV, and SVR.

Figure 10 illustrates a box plot depicting the velocity differences between the image
velocimetry software and SVR. The results indicate that the variability between PIVlab,
Fudaa-LSPIV, and OpenPIV is not significantly different. However, the box plot reveals
that OpenPIV’s maximum and minimum velocity values closely align with SVR’s, resulting
in OpenPIV having the shortest whisker. For a more detailed data distribution analysis, see
the plots presented in Figure 11, which provide a comparison between the SVR and each
software type. It should be noted that each measurement consisted of 39 points, and over
the course of the day, a total of eight measurements were conducted, yielding a cumulative
dataset of 312 data points. These results suggest that Fudaa-LSPIV exhibited the most
consistent data distribution, with an R2 value of 0.7692, while STIV displayed the highest
variability, with an R2 value of 0.3309.
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Numerous factors exert influences on the outcomes generated by each software pack-
age. Both PIVlab and Fudaa-LSPIV conduct orthorectification and enhance the image
quality before analysis, resulting in lower errors when compared to the other software op-
tions. OpenPIV also employs pre-processing to enhance the image contrast before utilizing
a cross-correlation algorithm for analysis. In contrast, STIV is notably affected by variations
in light contrast, particularly during the bright conditions observed during the experiments
on July 5th and July 11th. These lighting conditions posed challenges for STIV in accurately
tracking the movement of the river’s water surface. On the other hand, KLT-IV demands a
stable video feed for analysis, as the influence of wind conditions during data collection
can cause UAV movement and alter the positions of ground control points, disrupting
orthorectification and subsequently impacting the results.

3.3. Influence of the Interrogation Area (IA) on Surface Flow Measurement

After comparing five different software options, it is evident that Fudaa-LSPIV is
the most appropriate choice. Consequently, the following subsections exclusively employ
Fudaa-LSPIV for water surface velocity analysis. The dataset utilized comprises observa-
tions from 16 April, 23 August, and 18 September 2022, acquired through SVR and UAV
methods, followed by a comparative analysis. These following subsections aim to ascertain
optimal parameters for water surface velocity analysis and assess the impact of artificial
particles on the software.

The interrogation area stands as a critical parameter for configuring any image velocime-
try software. Understanding the influence of the IA on image velocimetry software and iden-
tifying the ideal settings is imperative. The IA’s impact on analysis precision is profound due
to its dependence on particle size, with no mathematical formula to universally determine
the correct IA for every scenario [34]. Consequently, comparative testing was conducted,
involving various IA dimensions—specifically, 64 pixels × 64 pixels, 48 pixels × 48 pixels,
32 pixels × 32 pixels, 16 pixels × 16 pixels, and 8 pixels × 8 pixels—within the context of
image velocimetry analysis. All other parameters remained constant, including an image
frequency of 12 frames per second and a pixel size of 20.5 mm/pixel; thus, the sole variable
under scrutiny was the IA. The dataset used for analysis was obtained on 16 April 2022,
between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. Subsequently, each IA variant was compared to the SVR results.

Figure 12 illustrates the statistical error outcomes of the Fudaa-LSPIV analysis for
varying IAs. Notably, an IA size of 32 pixels × 32 pixels emerges as the most suitable choice
for image velocimetry analysis using Fudaa-LSPIV, as it exhibits the lowest RMSE and
ME values over time (Figure 12). Specifically, the average ME and RMSE values for the
32 pixels × 32 pixels IA are 0.03 m/s and 0.14 m/s, respectively. In comparison to IA sizes
exceeding 32 pixels × 32 pixels, namely 16 pixels × 16 pixels and 8 pixels × 8 pixels, the
latter two dimensions yield better results. This highlights that a larger IA size does not
necessarily equate to improved analysis, aligning with the findings of researchers [34], who
observed that an oversized IA can compromise velocity vector detection, thus diminishing
accuracy. Additionally, these results align with the assertion made by Liu and Huang [2]
that a smaller IA does not necessarily enhance measurement precision, as it restricts the
search range, leading to successive mismatched images and a subsequent decrease in
accuracy or particles escaping from the IA if it is too small. Consequently, it is essential to
tailor the IA size to the particle size in order to optimize the output results.

3.4. Influence of Image Frequency on Surface Flow Measurement

The input videos utilized for analysis exhibit varying frame rates or image frequen-
cies. The movement of particles within the physical space, as captured in the image
frames, is notably influenced by the acquisition frame rate. Subsequently, these parti-
cles motions undergo analysis through image velocimetry, as highlighted in the study by
Caridi et al. [35]. Consequently, a comparative examination was conducted using dis-
tinct image frequencies—specifically, 24 fps, 12 fps, and 6 fps—aimed at determining
the image frequencies that yield the most suitable results. If the image frequency is ex-
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cessively fast or slow, the inter-frame particles displacement becomes imperceptible, as
noted by Pearce et al. [4]. Other parameters remained constant, encompassing an IA of
32 pixels × 32 pixels and a pixel size of 20.5 mm/pixel. The temporal data chosen for
analysis spanned from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. on 16 April 2022. Each instance with a distinct
image frequency was juxtaposed with the SVR outcomes.

The findings of this analysis are graphically presented in Figure 13, illustrating the
statistical error outcomes of the Fudaa-LSPIV analysis across different image frequencies.
This graph discerns that videos with either higher or lower frame rates yield more precise
results. Notably, videos or images captured at 12 fps exhibited the most favorable outcomes
during the 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. timeframe compared to their counterparts. Figure 13 explicitly
showcases that the average ME and RMSE values with a 12 fps video are 0.03 m/s and
0.14 m/s, respectively. This substantiates the assertion that the frame rate of the video or
image significantly influences the outcomes of image velocimetry analysis.
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3.5. Influence of Pixel Size on Surface Flow Measurement

The video used for analysis was captured using an unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV),
and as a result, the UAV’s altitude has a significant impact on the analysis outcomes.
Variations in the UAV’s altitude influence the clarity of the particles observed on the
water’s surface in the video. Liu and Huang [2] pointed out that higher UAV altitudes
can adversely affect image resolution. They also demonstrated that the mean absolute
error (MAE) value was lowest for the UAV at an altitude of 62 m, compared to those at
altitudes of 32 m and 112 m. These findings suggest that a lower UAV flying altitude does
not necessarily yield superior results.

To investigate the optimal UAV altitude for image velocimetry analysis, an experiment
was conducted with different UAV heights: specifically, 15 m, 35 m, 55 m, and 75 m. The
pixel sizes at flying heights of 15 m, 35 m, 55 m, and 75 m are 7 mm/pixel, 13.8 mm/pixel,
20.5 mm/pixel, and 27.4 mm/pixel, respectively. At a flying height of 15 m, the captured
image range can cover the entire width of the river. Other parameters remained constant,
including an IA of 32 pixels × 32 pixels and an image capture rate of 12 fps. The dataset
utilized for analysis comprised data from 16 April 2022, spanning from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m.
Each pixel size was compared with SVR results.

Figure 14 illustrates the statistical error results of the Fudaa-LSPIV analysis for var-
ious pixel sizes. Notably, a pixel size of 20.5 mm/pixel produced the most favorable
outcomes between 10 a.m. and 5 p.m. The average ME and RMSE values at a pixel size
of 20.5 mm/pixel were 0.03 m/s and 0.140 m/s, respectively. These results indicate that
the altitude at which the UAV operates significantly influences the accuracy of image
velocimetry analysis.
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3.6. Influence of Artificial Particles on Surface Flow Measurement

We conducted parameter adjustments involving an internal LSPIV parameter (IA) and
video data parameters (pixel size and image frequency) by varying these parameters and
comparing the analysis results to determine the most suitable values for the Xihu River
scenario. Our analysis employed an IA setting of 32 pixels × 32 pixels, a pixel size of
20.5 mm/pixel, and an image frequency of 12 fps. The data used in these experiments
were collected on August 23 and 18 September 2022. The analysis was performed using
the Fudaa-LSPIV software. In these experiments, we conducted analyses both with and
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without artificial particles, specifically wood shavings, for water surface velocity analysis,
and we compared the results with those obtained using SVR. Some of the characteristics
of wood shavings are its light weight, small volume, easy visibility (i.e., large surface area
and unique color), biodegradability, environmental neutrality, and low cost, making them
suitable for use as tracers [36].

On 23 August 2022, field trials were conducted under conditions deemed safe for
manual measurements in the river. Data collection took place from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
with video recordings lasting for 40 s each. The river’s shallowness limited its length to
approximately 12 m, with data measurements taken at 0.5 m intervals using SVR. Data were
initially collected using SVR and subsequently subjected to analysis using Fudaa-LSPIV.
Figure 15 provides measurements taken along cross-sectional lines. In the seeding section
(ranging from a distance of 5 m to 10 m), the water’s surface velocity without artificial
particles was observed to be lower than that with artificial particles. This observation
indicates that artificial particles enhance Fudaa-LSPIV’s ability to detect the movement
of surface water particles. The differences in the ME and RMSE values between the
analyses with artificial particles and those without were approximately 0.099 m/s and
0.092 m/s, respectively.
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Figure 15. Average cross-sectional surface velocities between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on 23 August 2022,
with and without artificial particles, analyzed using Fudaa-LSPIV.

For a more comprehensive examination of the data distribution, Figure 16 presents
a comparison of the SVR and Fudaa-LSPIV analyses, both with and without artificial
particles. The data reveal that the deviations in the analysis with artificial particles are
smaller than those without. In terms of regression analysis values, the presence of artificial
particles yielded a value of 0.8856, while the absence of artificial particles resulted in a
value of 0.7153.

On 18 September 2022, field trials were conducted under conditions deemed safe for
manual measurements in the river. Data collection occurred from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m., with
each video recording lasting for 40 s. The river’s relatively shallow depth allowed for
a longer river length compared to August 18, spanning approximately 14 m, with data
measurements taken at 0.5 m intervals using SVR.

Figure 17 portrays the measurement results along cross-sectional lines. In the seeding
portion, specifically the left side of the river (ranging from 5 m to 10 m), the water’s
surface velocity without artificial particles was observed to be lower than that with artificial
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particles. Further downstream (between 10 m and 13 m), an area where artificial particles
were introduced, the water surface velocity was slightly lower than the SVR measurements.
This suggests that artificial particles enhance Fudaa-LSPIV’s capacity to detect the motion
of surface water particles. The differences in the ME and RMSE values between the
analyses with artificial particles and those without were approximately 0.087 m/s and
0.086 m/s, respectively.
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Figure 17. Average cross-sectional surface velocities between 9 a.m. and 4 p.m. on 18 September 2022,
with and without artificial particles, analyzed using Fudaa-LSPIV.

For a more in-depth examination of the data distribution, Figure 18 presents a compar-
ison between SVR and Fudaa-LSPIV analyses, both with and without artificial particles. It
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suggests that deviations in the analysis with artificial particles are smaller than those in the
analysis without. In terms of regression analysis values, the presence of artificial particles
yielded a value of 0.788, while the absence of artificial particles resulted in a value of 0.601.
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Figure 18. Scatter plot showing the relationship between SVR and measured surface velocity on
18 September 2022 using Fudaa-LSPIV analysis: (a) with artificial particles and (b) without artificial
particles. Note that the dashed line represents the regression line.

Both the experiments conducted on August 23 and September 18 in 2022 consistently
demonstrated that the Fudaa-LSPIV analysis results with artificial particles outperformed
those without, showcasing lower ME and RMSE values. This substantiates the assertion
made by Dal Sasso et al. [30,37] that the inclusion of artificial particles enhances the accuracy
of detecting water surface particles movements. Furthermore, the research conducted on
these two dates revealed that the surface velocity results obtained from Fudaa-LSPIV
analysis remained below the SVR measurements, especially in areas not traversed by
artificial particles. The observed lower ME and RMSE values on August 23 compared to
September 18 can be attributed to differences in the dispersion of artificial particles within
the river and higher river flow rates on September 18 in contrast to August 23. Elevated
river flow rates cause artificial particles to move more swiftly, and since the video’s duration
was only 30−40 s, it may capture areas devoid of artificial particles. Reducing the video
duration would result in a reduction in frames available for analysis, potentially impacting
the overall accuracy of the results.

4. Discussion
4.1. Specific Measurement on 11 July 2022

The software employing the PIV algorithm consistently exhibits lower errors than
their counterparts. While all three utilize the same algorithm, the techniques employed
during the analysis stage by these software options yield variations in the resulting water
surface velocity. Consequently, it becomes imperative to conduct comparisons that extend
beyond solely relying on the ME and RMSE values.

Drawing insights from Figures 4 and 8, it becomes evident that KLT-IV’s flow field ex-
hibits the greatest irregularities compared to the other software, a phenomenon influenced
by factors such as ground control points and camera positioning. Because KLT-IV image
alignment takes into account both the GCPs and camera position, unlike other software
that only considers GCPs. Therefore, the movement of the UAV has a direct impact on both
the camera and ground control point locations, resulting in the formation of larger vectors
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that do not align in a uniform direction. This issue can be mitigated by exercising control
over the ground control point placement during the analysis and adjusting the extraction
rate, which, in turn, affects the number of generated trajectories. It should be noted that
the analysis results of PIVlab, STIV, and OpenPIV have all been corrected using the RIVeR
software to eliminate the effects of instability in aerial UAV video recording. In contrast,
Fudaa-LSPIV and KLT-IV have built-in correction procedures.

Despite these variations, all software packages produce results with consistent flow
directions, rendering them acceptable for analysis purposes. Among all software packages,
the flow direction of STIV is more consistent than other software, because STIV is a one-
dimensional water velocity calculation method that uses the image surface in a search
line as an object of analysis in a space-time image [38]. Therefore, while STIV can be used
to measure the surface flow velocity of rivers, it is not suitable for studying changes in
river surface flow patterns. Notably, STIV stands out as particularly challenging due to
its sensitivity to changes in image brightness, leading to hourly adjustments in applied
filters based on the field conditions. Furthermore, the size of the search line influences the
light captured for analysis; if it primarily captures darker areas, the image analysis window
becomes dominated by these dark regions.

Fudaa-LSPIV emerges as the most suitable software for analysis, boasting the lowest
ME and RMSE values compared to the other software in the experiments conducted on
5 and 11 July 2022. Delving into the vector fields, it becomes apparent that the vectors in
STIV exhibit greater stability when contrasted with those in Fudaa-LSPIV. This is mainly
because the analysis results of STIV represent a one-dimensional flow field, so all velocity
vectors point in the same direction. In contrast, Fudaa-LSPIV, OpenPIV, PIVlab, and KLT-IV
generate vector fields across all analyzed river areas. Consequently, vectors in these areas
become more concentrated along the red line, facilitating comparisons with SVR values. In
this regard, Fudaa-LSPIV demonstrates a balanced vector distribution, predominantly in an
upward direction, with a more consistent orientation when contrasted with PIVlab, which
primarily exhibits a single direction (as depicted in Figure 8). When looking at the box plots
in Figure 6, it is evident that PIVlab produces the most compact data distribution, while
OpenPIV achieves the same in Figure 10. Moving on to the scatter plots, Fudaa-LSPIV
presents the most regular data distribution with the least dispersion when compared to
the other software (as illustrated in Figures 7 and 10). This is further corroborated by the
highest R2 values observed in Figures 7 and 11. All of these factors collectively affirm that
Fudaa-LSPIV is the most appropriate software for conducting the analysis in this study.

4.2. Advantages, Limitations, and Future Work

Our comparison of five different software packages reveals variations in their usage,
leading to distinct strengths and weaknesses. The accuracy of the KLT-IV trajectory results
is significantly impacted by factors such as camera positioning and UAV shake, whereas
STIV is influenced by the brightness levels. PIVlab, Fudaa-LSPIV, and OpenPIV all employ
the same PIV algorithm, utilizing cross-correlation, resulting in fairly consistent ME and
RMSE values. The PIV algorithm assesses particles motion through a sequence of im-
ages, employing multiple passes and pre-processing/post-processing to enhance particles
tracking precision. A detailed breakdown of the pros and cons of each software can be
found in Table 3.

While using a UAV can provide more accurate and straightforward results, it does have
limitations, particularly in terms of video duration. Expanding from simple measurements
to real-time velocity monitoring necessitates a stable and durable camera system. The
images captured with the camera are directly transmitted to and processed with a computer
for calculating the water surface velocity. Additionally, adverse weather conditions, such
as rain, can pose challenges when recording data with a UAV. There is also potential for
the development of other image velocimetry techniques, including the application of deep
learning for water surface velocity detection.
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Deep learning techniques, such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs), can be
employed to extract spatial features from images, although their effectiveness may vary
depending on the complexity of the problem. Deep learning models utilize images as their
input data and produce velocity fields as their output data. The implementation of deep
learning can be achieved on a small scale, such as in a laboratory setting, with conditions
tailored to field-specific requirements [39,40].

Table 3. Advantages and limitations of the five software programs employed in this research.

Software Advantages Limitations

PIVlab

•Visualizes full field vector information
•Has pre-processing and post-processing,
which enhances the images
•Can choose to perform single passes or multiple passes
•Does not require a lot of ground control points
•The process of analyzing the velocity of the water
surface is fast

•Sensitive to changes in the IA.
•Sensitive to particles on the surface of the water
•Users have to perform trial and error to obtain
more accurate results

Fudaa-LSPIV

•Visualizes full field vector information
•Has clear information about the stabilization parameters
and orthorectification
•Has a grid so that the visualized vector is clear and neat

•Sensitive to changes in the IA.
•Sensitive to particles on the surface of the water
•The analysis process takes longer

OpenPIV

•Visualizes full field vector information
•The process of analyzing the velocity of the water
surface is fast
•The simple GUI display makes it easy for the user to
understand the process

•Sensitive to changes in the IA.
•The parameter S/N value must be carried out via
trial and error to obtain the best results

KLT-IV

•Changing block size does not influence the water
surface velocity analysis
•Many options for different camera and field conditions
•Clearly visualizes the trajectories of the flow field

•Sensitive to changes in the extraction rate; even a
small change will change the trajectory intensity
•For conditions requiring GCPs, camera shake
affects the resulting trajectories
•User experience is needed to adjust the
KLT-IV parameters and hydrological
environmental conditions

STIV
•The analysis process is fast because the analysis
is only one-dimensional
•Allows flexibility to adapt to different flow conditions

•Limitations in analyzing wide areas because it is
limited to only one cross section
•Sensitive to changes in the IA and length of the
search line
•Although there is a filter to adjust the illumination
of the image, it still requires trial and error to obtain
acceptable results

5. Conclusions

A comprehensive assessment was conducted of the Xihu River to measure its water
surface velocity using UAV technology, focusing on five distinct software programs: PIVlab,
Fudaa-LSPIV, OpenPIV, KLT-IV, and STIV. The primary objective was to evaluate the
performance of these software programs. This evaluation took place during two trials, held
on 5 July and 11 July 2022, with SVR serving as the benchmark. Throughout both trials,
consistent parameters were maintained for all software programs, including an IA size of
32 pixels × 32 pixels, a pixel size of 20.5 mm/pixel, and an image frequency of 12 fps. The
analysis results revealed that all software programs produced acceptable results. However,
the software employing the PIV algorithm demonstrated a lower statistical error value.
Among the five software programs, Fudaa-LSPIV consistently exhibited the lowest ME
and RMSE values in both trials. It also displayed superior scatter plot and box plot results,
characterized by low regression and scatter values.

To explore the influence of the IA, image frequency, and pixel size parameters on water
surface velocity analysis, the Fudaa-LSPIV software was specifically utilized. This trial
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was conducted using data gathered on 16 April 2022. The comparison revealed that the
combination of an IA size of 32 pixels × 32 pixels, an image frequency of 12 fps, and a pixel
size of 20.5 mm/pixel yielded the most favorable results.

In a separate investigation employing Fudaa-LSPIV, the study delved into the impact
of introducing artificial particles on the precision of water surface velocity measurements.
The parameters selected for this analysis were derived from previous trials, incorporat-
ing an IA of 32 pixels × 32 pixels, an image frequency of 12 fps, and a pixel size of
20.5 mm/pixel. This experimental research was carried out over two days, specifically
on August 23 and 18 September 2022. The results demonstrated that the incorporation of
artificial particles significantly enhanced the detection of the water’s surface movements.
In these scenarios, the inclusion of artificial particles proved to be a valuable asset, enabling
Fudaa-LSPIV to effectively identify patterns on the water surface.
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